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WHAT IS A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD?
FREDERICK GRIFFIN
Philander

Smith College

Manifold by making use of the concepts and nonot giving an introduction to them, by first
defining an N-Dimensional Manifold; then defining distance between two neighboring points in this space, with the use of the hypothesis of Riemann, in terms of
the fundamental tensor (making use of Einstein's summation notation).
Let us consider the idea of a manifold.
In problems involving two or
three variables we can employ a geometrical picture in which two or three variBut when the number
ables are coordinates in two and three space respectively.
of variables exceeds three, the corresponding spaces have no physical interpretations, but we can make use of the language of geometry in referring to them.
For a set of coordinates x1 (all latin indices take on all integral values
1-N), we consider the totality of all points, for which all values which these
variables may assume, as an .N-Dimensional Manifold and denote it by vn . If we
introduce new coordinates
x' 1 such that they are functions of the x1, we get the
*
differential of x' in terms of the dx1 which suggests the definition of the
components of a contravariant vector.
And hence could define the components
of a contravariant tensor of second order.
Now, we consider an invariant function of the coordinates x1 and hence
could define the components of a covariant vector and a covariant tensor of
second order (subscripts for covariant).
1
consider the positive definite quadratic form Q
a^ x' x'J then
=Now
a ii
aii * °ii *s svmmet ric in all coordinate systems ( a^ ;are used when the
tensor character
is not known).
coordinates in our v
Let y1 denote rectangular cartesian
The square of
=
(dy 1) 2 + (dy 2 ) 2 / .., / (dy") 2, which may be
the differential arc is: (ds) 2
1
regarded as distance between two adjacent points.
If x are curvilinear
coordi= yMx)
nates, such that x1
x x(y), we can solve for the y1 and get y1
and
=
hence (ds)^
6- • dx*dxJ (a homogeneous quadratic function of arbitrary dx ,
-*_.k
n
k
=I
-2L. v
where b J
are symmetric
k=l Bx1 3xJ
Ishall define a Riemannian

tations of Tensor Analysis, but

¦

.

=

¦

¦

- 6j • dx' 1 d*'-}
Using the curvilinear coordinate system x'1, we get (ds)^
•
where 6^ are functions of x and are not necessarily symmetric. But a^ • dx*dxJ
is an invariant and a^ is a symmetric coordinate system because the dx are
- aj hence,
components of an arbitrary contravariant vector.
And hen/ce a j
(ds)^ = a j• dx1 dxJ where a- is the fundamental tensor.
Space in which distance between two neighboring points is so defined, is called a Riemannian
Mani fold.
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